
Optionally available:

The full-protection wire feeder 
MF-08
Robust and exceptionally stable. 

The MF-08 provides every welder with exactly the wire feeder case 
he can expect – and much more. Made of high-performance plastic, 
the housing of this fully protected feeder case off ers one thing fi rst 
and foremost apart from stability and robustness: Safety. 
In contrast to conventional cases made of metal, the MF-08 is fully 
insulated and, thus, uniquely capable of handling applications that rank 
among the trickiest and most challenging from a technical standpoint. 
The MF-08 – a genuine safety advantage for every business.

At a glance 
 ▪ Exceptional fl exibility. For extended range and a maximum of 
comfort and mobility. 

 ▪ Stable. The wire feeder case is solidly mounted on the power source 
and can be swivelled.

 ▪ Extremely robust and protected against falls. Even if experi-
encing a fall from a height of 60 cm.

 ▪ Illuminated wire feeder compartment. This makes changing 
the wire a breeze even in poor light conditions. 

 ▪ A genuine lightweight in its class. Only 10.6 kg net weight.

 ▪ A perfect grip. Several convenient handle options. 

 ▪ Suitable for use in manholes. Can be handed in and out of 
 manholes with no eff ort at all. 

 ▪ Versatile. Fixture for hanging it from a boom or position it overhead.

MIG-MAG MF-08MIG-MAG MF-08

Technical data 

MF-08

Feeder speed m/min 2.0 – 25.0

Drive / feeder 4-roll / tacho-regulated motor / digital speed feedback

Suitable for use in manholes cm > 42 *

Fully insulated 

Flowmeter gas 

Dimensions (L × W × H) mm 575 × 245 × 434 (380**)

Weight (net) kg 10.6

* Oval manhole with handle removed     ** Height with handle removed   Standard equipment     Optionally available

One important aspect as to how well a compact wire feeder case with manhole suitability will fare during everyday use is the ease with 
which you can insert the wire reel. The slightly slanted wire reel and side covers that swing open and lock into place allow for easy access 
to the compartment, especially in the top portion of the unit. As an added benefi t, the other side of the feeder case can be opened as well. 
The electronic system and the motor are protected and covered in such a way that you are aff orded convenient access to all connections 
of the hose package. 
The locking mechanism and the strain relief device of the inter-connection hose package can be replaced by the welder themselves or, if 
necessary, be transported separately from the case. Better still, this step is completely straightforward and safe and does not require any 
contact with the sensitive area.

Every range of application poses its own challenges. Some-
times you wish for a horizontal case while some tasks re-
quire a vertical case. MF-08 off ers you both options: it can 
be used upright or in a vertical position. This is thanks to 
the sturdy and distinctive support feet found on the side. 
In case you need the case to be permanently horizontal. 
You can have the operating panel built in rotated by 90°. 
You will always carry the fully protected case with ease in 
the upright position. This is what we call fl exibility or plain 
“convenience”.

Surprisingly simple – and accessible from both sides

Whether upright or horizontal – easy to control in every position

Equipped to handle all types of applications

Highlights

Heavy-duty undercarriage kit Protection cage with tube frame Heat protection skids Boom suspension
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Heat protection skids


